March 2019 Newsletter

Sale Extended
Special Vacations – Special Prices
.

Short Stay Vacations Still Available - 2-Night & 3-Night Vacations
The US Government has made it at least very difficult for adult entertainers to advertise and
therefore difficult for folks seeking some companionship to locate companion.
I have helped by defining 2-Night and 3-Night vacation packages. These packages were not
available before this addition.
The Dominican Republic requires that airlines include the Tourist Card ($10US) in the price of
the airfare. All vacations are ALL-INCLUSIVE.
The short vacation prices are straight up, however many guests choose longer vacations. The
tendency for longer vacations is why I never offered them in the first place. However, I wanted
to give some potential guests an less expensive vacation option. All guests earn the right to non
published repeat guest pricing
Safety
About a decade ago, a Canadian tourist in Punta Cana was robbed. The tourist was much less
that the sharpest knife in the drawer. He virtually hung a sign around his neck that stated
ROB ME!! I am very rich and extremely stupid!
He had several pounds of gold chain hanging around his neck.
Please leave the Rolex at home, buy a Timex.
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Campan ion Photos
I am busy updating the companion galleries. I routinely photos of the new companions to
guests.

Payments Method
Periastron has signed an agreement with a Florida vacation real estate advisory company to
collect our booking deposits. The reason I am restating our payments agreement is that one of
the two payments processors we previously used has been hit with a half a billion-dollar fraud.
My anything for a client philosophy is starting the add costs to the package delivery. Some
guests prefer to pay the entire cost of the vacation in lieu of the booking deposit. This adds
bank transfer costs to the vacation delivery as it disrupts our balance of payments. I prefer that
guests simply pay the booking deposit when asked. However, I will continue to accept
payments in full when requested by a guest.

No Tipping Policy
Our no tipping policy applies only to the companions.
If my hotel staff have done a good job as I am sure they will, please consider the usual
gratuity for persons employed in the hospitality industry in the Caribbean.

